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By Daniel Silva

HarperAudio. No binding. Condition: New. Dimensions: 5.4in. x 0.8in. x 5.8in.A military research
station buried in the remote Sierra Nevada Mountains broadcasts a frantic distress call that ends
with a chilling order: Theres been a breach. Failsafe initiated. No matter the outcome: Kill us . . . kill
us all. When help arrives to investigate, they discover that everyone is deadnot just the scientists, but
every living thing for fifty square miles is annihilatedand the blight is spreading. Only one team on
earth has the scientific knowledge and military precision to handle this mission: Commander Gray
Pierce and Sigma. The dead scientists were working on a secret project, researching radically
different forms of life on Earth, life that could change our understanding of biology and humanity
itself. But something set off an explosion in the lab, and now Sigma must contend with the
apocalyptic aftermath. Following a fascinating trail of clues, Sigma will make a shocking discovery
involving a prehistoric continent and a new form of life and death buried under miles of ice. Gray
Pierce and his dedicated team must race to decipher millennia-old secrets out of the frozen past
and untangle mysteries buried deep in the darkest jungles...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and beneficial. Its been written in an extremely basic way and it is merely after i finished reading
through this ebook in which basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Leopold Schm idt-- Leopold Schm idt

This pdf will be worth buying. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am easily can get a enjoyment of reading through a
published book.
-- Pa ul Ankunding-- Pa ul Ankunding
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